CAS E ST UDY: I-77 E XP R ESS

HOW A
HIGHWAY BECAME

A HELPFUL
NEIGHBOR
The I-77 Expressway is a highway two decades in the making. From local news
to state-wide elections to construction delays, everyone was aware of the
I-77 Express, but all they knew about were the delays in construction, political
squabbles, certain sections weren’t finished and that it would cost money to use.
I-77 Mobility Partners engaged Tattoo Projects to create a launch campaign that
would smooth all this over.

The I-77 Express has a lot to offer drivers, and
we helped them get the word out to drivers
in the Charlotte area that there was an easier,
more reliable way to get there.

RESEARCH

& Discovery
A fast-tracked discovery with key stakeholders, commuters, and
community and business leaders unearthed a paradoxical insight.
Although the highway was a part of the city, it wasn’t part of the
community.
When I-77 Express came to Tattoo Projects, they knew they were a faster,
more reliable means of transportation, but those are just features. They
needed an identity that quickly delivered the benefits.
“Get There” beat out more than 150+ other options. In two words, it spoke
to the precise reason why people would pay to use a faster highway. No
hemming, hawing, or begging. Just two words.
The logo utilizes an abstract highway graphic to depict the name of
the highway. The bold sans serif typeface provides a sense of speed,
and reliability.

BR AN D IN G : LOGO
DESIG N & TO NE

Tattoo created a logo that utilized abstract highway imagery in to form their
name: “I-77”. Pairing that with a bold, italic sans-serif typeface, the visual
identity conveys speed, in an inclusive, contemporary form.

BRANDING, OOH & TRUCK WRAPS
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Brand Personality
& Media.

MEDIA BUY EFFICACY
The media location proved highly efficient.

To introduce I-77 Express to the community, we paired the brand personality with a billboard
media buy that was respectful of people’s time through its brevity, humor, and easy relatability
— just like an ideal neighbor. Conveniently located on the highway next to the Expressway
lanes, the billboards and creative united to relate to the highway driver, helping them visualize
the features and benefits.

42M+
Total Planned
Impressions

48M+
Total Impressions

Media Buying Insight: Did you know that since the digital
media revolution, out-of-home Media has been the only
traditional media that has increased its share of media
dollars. Lay person’s terms, billboards still work.

BI LLBOAR D D ES IG N
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D I G I TA L M E D I A
Here’s a scary question, when drivers’ eyes aren’t
on our billboards, where are they? So we applied
the new I-77 Expressway personality to Waze
Navigation advertising.

“SEAFOOD TOW ER”
Sca n t o L i s t e n

B RAN D ING:
RAD IO
Radio also echoed the brand personality during major
drive times.

“GET THER E”
Sca n t o L i s t e n

Relationships are
built on results.
The overwhelming success of the daily driver campaign compelled
I-77 Mobility Partners to tap Tattoo Projects for the following year’s
b2b campaign informing local businesses and logistics companies that
I-77 Express now accepts all 2-axle vehicles including: delivery trucks,
landscapers, winnebagos, box trucks, and many other vehicles that
drivers think can’t use the Expressway.

If time is money, I-77
Express offers miles
of profit.
Tattoo Projects delivered a targeted
media buy that focused on major
business park exits off of I-77 timed
with a direct mail campaign set to
start

simultaneously

in

February

2021. The I-77 brand personality
proved flexible enough to speak to
business benefits while still being
relatable,

further

validating

the

branding and identity development.

IN T E R AC T IVE DIRECT M A I L

B I LLB OARD DESIGN

